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Mee6 control panel

(1 vote, average: 5.00 out of 5) load... Mee6 is a multi-functional bot programmed to improve and help your discord server, it has a variety of commands and a configurable access makes your server a more enjoyable or dynamic location. With things like welcome messages, a feature that helps new members feel at home or roll out new
users. Mee6 will take care to give you related rolls, you can change these rolls or configure them on your official website. Although you can run many of its functions using bot commands directly on your website, they have a nice and ostentatious interface. Which allows us to use our full potential in tasks, in a comfortable way. On this link
you can easily join the bot. Join bot MEE6 bot commands for discord is the prefix of Mee6 » ! » And if you're wondering how to change it, I'm sorry to tell you you can't. Start with!help to display the basic command box offered by this great bot. music! Play: Start playing from the queue. Search: Search for a song.!Record: Record the current
conversation for a voice channel.!Lookout: Jumps to a specific moment in the song.!Volume: Changes the volume of the song by 200%. Add: Add a song to the queue.!Queue: Lists songs in the queue.!Clear Queue: Remove all songs from the queue.!Skip: Jumps to the next song in the queue.! Vote Leave: Jump to the next song in the
queue starts a vote. ! Join: Does your bot join your voice channel. !Leave: Leave the bot your voice channel.!Stop: Stop the current song. ! Start-Quiz: Start a music quiz with your friends. !Stop-Quiz: Current music quiz stops. !Stop-Recording: Recording stops and links to audio file. Moderation!Restrictions: Restrictions on a user from your
server!tempban: Temporary restrictions on a user on your server!Clear: Delete messages from channels!violation: Show a user's violation!kick: Exclude a user from your server!Mute: Mute a user on your server!tempmute: Temporarily mute a user on your server!Role-information: Get information about a particular role! Server-Information:
Get information about the current server! slowmode: Enables or disable slow mode on a!unban channel: unsponders a user from the server! unmute: a user dismutes!user-info: Get information about a particular user!Warning: A user warns mee6 bot level system discord it is a level-based ranking system by experience, it has the task of
giving an amount of experience to each user who sends a message in their chat server on which mee6 is located. The level may be For each member of the server, each member has a user card that marks the experience that the user lacks up to the level. (It should be emphasized that the ranking varies depending on the server). Self
mode and roles you can manage servers with Mee6 running 24 hours a week 7 days a week on your moderator interface. You can also change the functions of moderators and activate your interested commands. All in one. Timer You can also configure that from time to time, the bot can publish a series of predefined messages and you
can do many interesting things with it. There will be an example of using it so that from time to time, it reminds users to view rules or information channels. It's as simple as selecting in the timer interface, and add the timer within it. And inside the message you want, create the time interval in which you will say, channel and day, simple and
complete. Explorers is a search engine of one of its functions and specific themes, these are anime photos, imgur images, manga, Pokémon names, Twitch streamers, words and their definitions and videos on YouTube. Premium features also have more features but are reserved for servers that have availability of Mee6 Premium, it will
provide some benefits for some of its basic and new features, ranging from roll rewards for some users who meet a certain level, custom ranking cards for users and banners and so on to customize. This mee6 will also feature a music player so you can enjoy your favorite songs directly from your estrangement server. Official server
discord on this server you will be able to know the latest news of the bot and solve any of your questions, you just have to connect to the server through this link. Government servers recommended for bickering other auto mod bots: In recent years, Discord has become a very popular medium among streamers. Everyone from gamers to
businesses and teachers uses discord to get in touch with their followers. Discord uses VoIP (Voice Over Internet Protocol) technology to let users chat with others. Although Discord was introduced back in 2015, its shot to fame was because gamers had to choose the platform over inbuilt voice communication features in video games, as
Discord offers better voice quality and more features than the built-in voice communication features in video games. Also, unlike other applications that have some sort of range when it comes to the number of people that can join a communication channel, discord has no such drawbacks. Discord is one of the important features of the
chat platform, Like your voice communication. Discord Chat is similar to any other online instant messaging app you use. Once you create an account on Discord, you can join the chat room known as the server to send voice/text messages. Each bickering server can be further divided into channels to restrict a particular type of discussion
within the channel without sharing it with the entire server. For example, if you join the game-related discord server and become part of a channel for Grand Theft Auto 5, all conversations within the channel should only be about gta 5 games. As a bickering user, you can join any number of channels you wish. In addition, you can easily
switch between channels without facing any hassle. However, one important thing to note is that discord has both public and private servers. You can join any number of public servers, but you must be invited to join a private server. One of the commonly asked questions related to bickering chat is whether chat messages are encrypted or
not. Although discord chat messages are encrypted when you send them, messages are decrypted once it reaches the Discord server. Most people believe that bickering chat messages are end-to-end encrypted as they are sent through https (Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure) connection. Yes, discord chats are actually sent via an
HTTPS connection, however, it doesn't indicate that messages are only end-to-end encrypted. Although Discord is backed by Xbox, its functionalities are very limited. Even basic functions like voice and text chat are disabled in discord for Xbox. Then what's the use of having discord support for Xbox? Well, the only advantage is that once
your estrangement and Xbox profiles are linked, you can display within your estrangement profile when you start gaming in your Xbox console. This way, other players can join your game or tune into your live stream. However, it is to be noted that if you have contacts in Discord Login to login to the application through the Xbox
application, you can chat with them. So discord chat functionality is only available among Xbox users and currently no cross-platform communication is possible. Similar to the Xbox case, there is no official Discord chat support for PlayStation. Even though there are third-party ways to connect to your PlayStation console and Discord
account, there's a need to connect to your PC to see any real results. One of the best features of Discord is a set of predefined commands that you can use to perform different tasks and get access to multiple features instantly without going through lots of buttons and mouse clicks. Make the best use of discord at your level You need to
know about the list of discord chat commands. Below is a detailed list of Bicker chat order with an explanation of what they do. Add moderation blacklist [word/phrase]: With this command, you can replace [word/phrase] text with any word or phrase that you want to avoid appearing in text messages sent to the chat room. Gifi [Term]: This
command lets you find the GIF that belongs to the keyword that you replace with [word] text. Since thousands of GIF images are available within Discord, this search functionality allows users to quickly find funny and interesting GIF responses. TTS [Text Messages]: Using this command, you can replace the [text message] phrase with
any text of your choice and convert the same text to audio and played for everyone in the chat room. Nick [alias]: Replace the [alias] phrase with any text and then you can assign a new alias to any user (if you're a modern or admin) or yourself. Whois [mention]: Executing this command from the [mention] place with the username
mentioned will give you more information about that specific person in the chatroom. AFK Set [Status]: This command lets you set a custom AFK (away from keyboard) status to let others know if you're away from your discord currently logged in. All you have to do is replace [status] with your custom AFK message and execute the
command. Members: Both administrators and members can execute this command so that the number of people connected to the server can be ascertained at that particular point at that time. Botcommands: Executing this command will let anyone know the list of commands available in the chat room including custom commands defined
by the administrator. In addition, not all disabled orders will appear in this list which will make it useful to know which orders work. Now that you know in detail about discord chat, let us explain to you how to easily clean discord chat. There are many ways after which you can clear bickering chats and we've listed them one by one below.
MEE6 is a third party tool for discord that allows users to easily create custom commands, manage followers, assign/delete privileges/roles to members in chat rooms, etc. As Mee6 makes discord users' lives efficient, you can find that almost every other streamer who uses Discord also uses MEE6. Like many of its functionalities, there's
also a way to clean up bickering chats using MEE6, and below are the steps to do so. To start, clearing discord chats using MEE6, you first need to login to your Discord server. Now, visit the official MEE6 website by clicking here. Click on the button that says add to discord. When permission is sought, give grants to all the necessary
people. Now you need to select the server where you want to install the MEE6 bot. Then, you will be asked to allow for MEE6, Authorized only. Now, you will gain access to the MEE6 control panel. From here, enable the moderation plugin that says the option. once If the bot is complete, you will be able to see a list of commands. The
command you need to use to clean discord chat using MEE6!clear [text] command (without quotes). Instead of the [text] phrase, you can give the username of any profile present in your discord channel with the @symbol. So the order you need to enter! Will look like clear @username. This command will delete the last 100 messages sent
by the profile with the username you mentioned. If you want to delete all messages in your channel regardless of user, you can use the command ![number] (without quotes). For example, you! Can order as clear 1000 and the most recent 1000 chat messages will be deleted in your channel chat room. You can give any number from 1 to
1000, with a maximum estimated limit in an execution of 1000 commands. Another commonly chosen method to easily clarify estrangement chat is by cloning the channel. As the name of this method indicates, cloning duplicates your discord channel that happens without any messages that already exist. However, in this method, none of
your bots are copied to newly created duplicates. Below is how you can clean discord chat through cloning. First, prepare a list of all the bots in your original channel. As we mentioned above, no bot will be copied to a duplicate channel. Therefore, you need to install them manually again on duplicate channels later. Now, right click on the
mouse-bickering channel that you want to clone. From the drop-down menu that appears, click the option that the clone channel says. Now the duplicate channel has to be named. You can either have the same name as the original channel or give it a new name. Now, click on the button which says Create channel. And that's it. Once the
duplicate channel is created, you can go ahead and delete the original channel. The new channel will not have any messages from the original channel. So now you have all your bickering channel chat messages approved. CleanChat is another bot for discord like MEE6. You can also use cleanchat discord bots to clear chat messages
within your channel. The steps below require you to follow to clean up bickering chats with CleanChat. Login to your discord profile using the web browser. Load the official CleanChat Discord Bot download page by clicking here. Scroll down to the loaded web page in the above step and click on the button that says click here to add
CleanChat to your server. A new tab will now open with its discord profile already raised. From the list of servers shown, choose discord server where you want to add cleanchat bots. Grant all the permissions sought. Click the Authorize button. You may need to confirm that you A robot to complete this step. Now you will receive a
notification that says cleanchat bots have been added to your estrangement server. Now, you can use @CleanChat net [number] (without quotes) to clean up your bickering channel chat history. You need to replace [number] with the desired value of messages to delete text, for example, @CleanChat net 100. If you execute the command
as a pure @CleanChat (without quotes), the bot will automatically clone your current channel and then delete the original channel, effectively clearing your estrangement chat. All the methods outlined above help you chat clear discord either completely or in bulk. However, there is also a manual method that lets you clean up personal
discord chat messages. Below is how to chat discord manually in a few steps. Login to your discord server. Select the channel from which you want to delete the chat. From the chatbox, you'll need to hover your mouse over the specific chat message you want to delete. You will now be able to see three dots icons within the text message.
Click on this icon. Now a popup with a few options will appear. Click on the option that delete says. Confirm your action by clicking the Red Delete button again. And now you have successfully deleted a single estranged chat message. Even though this method isn't practical to clear bickering chatboxes with hundreds of messages, you
can still clear the small chatbox that easily follows the above steps. The above article easily covers all the general questions and related information about Bicker Chat and Deletion/Clearing Bicker Chat. We hope you find this article informative and easy to understand and if you have any further questions, feel free to get in touch with us
leaving a comment below. below.
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